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¡  An	object	at	rest	stays	at	rest	and	an	object	in	
motion	stays	in	motion	with	the	same	speed	
and	in	the	same	direction	unless	acted	upon	
by	an	unbalanced	force.	

		





¡  A	constant	force	is	exerted	for	a	short	time	on	a	cart	
(initially	at	rest)	on	an	air	track.	This	force	gives	the	
cart	a	certain	final	speed.	The	same	force	is	exerted	
for	the	same	length	of	time	on	another	cart,	also	
initially	at	rest,	that	has	twice	the	mass	of	the	first	
one.	The	final	speed	of	the	heavier	cart	is	

¡  A:	one-fourth 	 	B:	four	times	
¡  C:	half 	 	 	D:		double	
¡  E:	the	same	as	

...that	of	the	lighter	cart.	
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In this example, just the y-equation is needed: 
+T – mg = ma         T  =  mg + ma  =  m (a+g) 
 
 
 Newton's Third Law (NIII): If body A exerts a force on body B ( BA on B by AF F

G G
), then B exerts 

an equal and opposite force on A ( AB on A by BF F
G G

). 
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2 forces on 2 different objects
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Forces always act between pairs of bodies.  A force on one body is always being caused by a 
second body.  NIII says that the force from one body on the other is always accompanied by a 
force from the other on the first, and the two forces of this "action-reaction" pair are always 
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.  Notice that the 2 forces of the action-reaction pair 
act on different bodies. 
 
Example of equal and opposite forces that are NOT the action-reaction pair of NIII: 
 

 
 
N  =  mg    
(these are NOT the 2 forces of NIII, since both 
act on the same object.) 
 

 
So which forces make up the action-reaction pairs in this situation ? 
 
N force on book due to table
K

 
 
N' force on table due to book
K

 
 
N N'
K K

,  says NIII 
 
 
mgK = force on book due to planet earth (gravity) 
 
Book exerts same size force upward on the whole earth. 
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¡  On	Earth	

§  FG	=	mg		=	W	(weight)	

§ More	generally,	FG	=	Gm1m2/r2	

▪  	(don’t	need	to	know	this	equation)	

§  g	=	GME/RE
2		(E	stands	for	Earth!)	







A scale estimates an object’s weight by measuring the 
tension on a spring. There are two forces on the object, 
the weight (magnitude mg) and the tension, magnitude T, 
in the cord. For a stationary object, these balance, so a 
measure of T is equivalent to a measure of weight. What 
if you pull up hard on the object, accelerating it upward. 
How will the apparent weight Wapp you register on the 
scale compare to the weight mg you registered when 
stationary?  
 
Which equation is true: 
 
A: Wapp = mg   B:  Wapp > mg 
  
C: Wapp < mg 

 T

 mg
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